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This white paper is a document created to introduce information including goals of BBG 

Team (hereafter referred to as 'BBG'), technical introduction, and team member introduction 

to an unspecified number of people. This document may not be used for any purpose other 

than providing information, and if there is a difference in interpretation due to the 

translation of this document, priority will be applied to this document. However, BBG does 

not endorse any responsibility or obligation for the contents of this document. Also, this 

document cannot be provided to a third party without BBG's prior consent.

- This white paper may be amended from time to time according to the development 

direction of BBG, and may be changed without notice.

- BBG as defined in this white paper cannot be construed as a financial investment product 

such as stocks, securities, bonds, options, and derivatives, and in any case, rights cannot be 

claimed. In addition, the purchaser of BBG shall not be construed as making an investment 

or making an investment in the act of purchasing BBG.

- This white paper contains the development direction and future plans of the BBG team, 

and is written to realize the blueprint of the BBG team. However, BBG Team does not 

guarantee this, and the contents of this white paper do not guarantee services or products 

developed in the future.

- The contents of this white paper cannot be construed as legal, accounting, or tax advice 

under any circumstances, and the purchaser or user of BBG may need separate advice on 

this, and BBG team is not responsible for these matters.
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1 Disclaimer



- BBG development or ecosystem creation may be delayed due to force majeure reasons 

(hacking, natural disaster, etc.), and other tangible and intangible losses may occur.

- BBG is not responsible for the purchase or loss or leakage of the user's private key.

- BBG is not free from all risks, such as a decrease in the value of BBG Coin, changes in the 

market environment, and uncertainty, and as a result, the development of BBG team may be 

suspended or the service direction and plan may be changed.

- BBG is not legally or morally responsible for any loss or application caused by an 

individual's interpretation of this white paper.
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2 Introduction

As blockchain technology develops, its usage is also increasing. Recently, Something to Ear 

(X2E), led by Play to Ear (P2E), has become popular. With the prevalence of P2E, several P2E 

projects are emerging, and Axie Infinity, a representative of P2E, has become the most 

popular P2E by collecting huge global hypes in a short period of time. In particular, X2E, 

including P2E, is very popular in Southeast Asia because the reward generally obtained 

through X2E is quite large for Southeast Asian users, and there are people who make a living 

through it. Accordingly, most X2E platforms tend to target the Southeast Asian market first. 

Play to Earn (P2E) and Move to Earn (M2E) are representative X2E platforms, and Axie 

Infinity and STEP'N are representatives, respectively. Axie Infinity and STEP'N are the leaders 

of X2E, which has attracted the attention of many users, and numerous X2E platforms are 

dedicating to be like them. The basic idea of P2E, including Axie Infinity, is 'playing games 

and getting rewards'. Users of the P2E platform enjoy games and earn goods. he in-game 

goods that users earn can be cryptocurrency itself, or they can obtain cryptocurrency issued 

by the P2E platform by exchanging in-game goods for cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency 

obtained in this way can be consumed through various services provided by the P2E 

platform or sold through the exchange, and the price tends to fluctuate depending on the 

success of the P2E platform. The increase in revenue from the gaming part of the dapp was 

also influenced by the growth of P2E. Dapp's average daily number of Unique Active Wallets 

(dUAW) for 2021 and 2022 is as follows.



Dapp Industry dUAW by Category_DappRadar

We can see that the number of users who accessed Dapps and executed on-chain 

transactions in 2022 compared to 2021 has increased (depending on the category). In 

particular, in the game sector, although there were lots of users in 2021, the number of 

users in 2022 has increased to 1.15M on average every day. Although this increase in the 

number of users does not mean the revenue or trading volume of the dapp, it means that 

more people are utilizing it, and the value of the game dapp has also increased. The 

additional market value generated by the growing number of users is expected to be 

significant, and many large existing game companies are also trying to develop P2E 

platforms as their future business.

However, the P2E market is also highly regulated in some countries. In South Korea, for 

example, P2E has been repeatedly thwarted by the Game Rating and Administration 

Committee(GRAC). BBG's Hidden Ball is the first P2E platform to pass such regulations in 

South Korea, and we plan to expand the market gradually based on this. P2E platforms can 

be said to represent X2E, and existing large game companies have also expressed their 

intention to participate in the P2E market, and a lot of capital and manpower will be 

invested. With the development of blockchain technology, its utilization is expected to 

increase, and it is also expected to be linked to blockchain platforms such as Metaverse. In 

line with this trend, BBG also plans to diversify its business and expand BBG coin usage.
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Hidden Ball is a P2E platform that is the foundation of BBG's business. It is based on 

baseball games and targets baseball fans around the world as potential users. The plan is to 

bring more users into BBG's ecosystem and retain them by offering more and various 

services. 

Just as the gaming market is expanding, the NFT market is also growing. As interest in NFT 

has recently heated up, the necessity and importance of NFT markets have been highlighted. 

The NFT market is flooded with numerous NFTs such as Profile Figure (PFP) NFTs and game 

item NFTs. BBG also plans to service Item Story, an NFT market where you can trade various 

NFTs, including game item NFTs, available in P2E.

In addition, BBG is planning a project to establish a Smart Water, drinking water factory in 

Cambodia and distribute it globally, utilizing BBG coin as a payment method for distribution. 

BBG is also acquiring verification and patents for various facilities and technologies required 

for water purification, and plans to diversify the uses of BBG coin through this. 
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3 Business Model

BBG's ecosystem aims to acquire BBG coins through Hidden Ball, a P2E platform, and 

circulate BBG coins through various uses such as 'Item Story' and 'Smart Water’. 

3.1 Hidden Ball

Hidden Ball is a baseball game based on P2E. Unlike other baseball games, user can earn a 

certain amount of income (BBG coins) by playing, and it is also fun as other baseball games. 

This is a project that can be expected to attract baseball fans around the world as potential 

users. There are an estimated 500 million baseball fans in the world, and Hidden Ball is 

designed to attract as many of them as possible by taking the form of a familiar sports game.

Hidden Ball is the main source of BBG coins and is the most important platform in BBG's 

ecosystem. Users can earn BBG coins by playing Hidden Ball, a P2E game, and it will be a 

major factor in attracting users to the various platforms where it can be used. 



Hidden Ball provides 10 minutes of game play time to users who have paid the entrance fee 

(BBG coin) set by the foundation. During a given time, users can hit the ball like a bat directly 

by touching the betting button, or place bets automatically by activating the AUTO button. 

BBG coins are differentially paid according to the results of hits, home runs, and strikes while 

betting in the batter's position for 10 minutes through two methods.

The ratio of BBG Coins that can be obtained through the Hidden Ball game is as follows.
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(Hidden Ball)

Strike 5 BBG

Hits (H) 10 BBG

Doubles (2B) 20 BBG

Triples (3B) 50 BBG

Homerun (HR) 100 BBG



3.2 Item Story

NFTs, or Non-Fungible Tokens, are not just data or tokens. NFTs are tokens that have their 

own unique value and cannot be replaced by other tokens. These characteristics of NFTs can 

be seen as similar to artworks, and the NFTization of in-game items enables not only the 

collectible value of NFTs but also practical utilization. As the number of blockchain games 

utilizing in-game item NFTs increases, the importance of exchanges to obtain these in-game 

item NFTs is highlighted. 

Item Story is a marketplace that trades in-game items and NFTs from games operated by 

BBG and other partners. Item Story is a market that uses BBG coin as a payment currency for 

items and NFTs in various games, and aims to increase the use of BBG coin and build BBG's 

ecosystem through this. Among the many uses of BBG coin, Item Story is also the platform 

with the greatest relevance to Hidden Ball, a P2E platform. Item Story is designed to play an 

important role in trading in-game items that can directly affect gameplay, as well as 

circulating and circulating goods such as cryptocurrency obtained through P2E. Item Story is 

planned to launch in Q4 2024. 
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3.3 Smart Water

Smart Water is a new project for the BBG ecosystem, a drinking water business in Cambodia. 

Smart Water has established a drinking water plant with South Korea's highly developed 

water purification technology. By using BBG coin to pay for the costs incurred in the process 

of distributing drinking water, Smart Water plans to help the circulation of the BBG 

ecosystem and increase its utilization. 

There are patents and materials that have passed tests to establish the drinking water 

factory, and they are as follows.
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Water Quality Testing _ Korea Environment & Water Works Institute
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Patent certificate_ Korean Intellectual Property Office

바이오세라믹조성물 및이를이용한 바이오 세라믹볼

뉴코쎄주식회사( 110111-3****** )

서울 영등포구당산동 3가 104번지 201호

0472060

바이오세라믹조성물 및이를이용한 바이오 세라믹볼

뉴코쎄주식회사( 110111-3****** )

서울 영등포구당산동 3가 104번지 201호

0472060

바이오세라믹조성물 및이를이용한 바이오 세라믹볼

뉴코쎄주식회사( 110111-3****** )

서울 영등포구당산동 3가 104번지 201호

0472060

Quality Test Report_ Korea Ceramic Technology Institute
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Capture Rate Test Report _ Korea Far Infrared Association Infrared Thermal Measurement Test Report 
_ Korea Far Infrared Association

Antifungal Test Report _ Korea Far Infrared Association Antibacterial Test Report _ Korea Far Infrared Association
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4 Token Allocation

A total of 1 billion BBG coins have been issued. Of these, 420,000,000 BBG coins, which is 

42%, are set aside as mining rewards for P2E. Since there are platforms that utilize BBG coin 

as a payment method (Item Story, Smart Water), we plan to conduct pre-sale and public sale.

The distribution of BBG coins is as follows.

Pre Sale
15%

Public Sale
15%

Team
5%

Marketing
10%

Community
5%

Advisors
5%

Reserve
3%

Ecosystem
42%



Token Allocation of BBG coin
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5 Vision

BBG plans to further develop a wide range of businesses, including not only baseball games 

and other items, but also daily necessities that can be utilized in real life, using blockchain 

technology. To achieve this, BBG is first developing a platform for each field, and the 

roadmap and milestones are as follows.
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6 Team

CEO - Mehmet Akif Cinko

- Former Dapp constructor team member based on EOS

- Former Project manager of Dapp development about 5years

- Present Chief Executive Officer of BBG project

CTO – James

- Former Team Leader of blockchain developer

- Former CTO of blockchain casino game development

- Present Chief Technology Officer of BBG project

CMO – Tomas Han

- Former Nara Choice Group Management Advisor

- Present Chief Marketing Officer of BBG project

- Present Chief Executive Officer of Smart Water

Team Leader – Hwi Jung - Kim 

- Former project manager of Dapp development based of EOS

- Former NFT platform team member

- Present Team Leader of BBG project

Advisor - Min Oh – Lee

-Former Team leader of Hankook Ilbo, Seoul Economic Daily

-Former journalist of Social Education Newspaper

-Present Advisor of the BBG project

mehmetakifchiko@gmail.com

vegalazer1213@gmail.com

lwb6550@gmail.com

rlagnlwndwkd12@gmail.com

lmhhml0509@gmail.com
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7 Official Links

Official IR WEB

- http://bbg-game.com/

Official Discord Channel

- https://discord.gg/wXtDbsYmfj

Official Twitter

- https://twitter.com/bbg_official1

Official Telegram

- https://t.me/bbg_official
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